1 anon on environment and development meeting in Brazil, says world faces alarming ecological problems which govs will have to face up to. (arabic 1600)

2 current events, commentaries: intvw with Indian scholar on Soviet-Indian peace, friendship, coop treaty signed in New Delhi 9 aug 1971 (3 min); report on 45th anniv of bombing of Nagasaki (3 min); report on situation in SFRY (3 min); report on Nepalese premier remarks on establishing good relations with India, PRC (3 min). (Mand 092200)

3 "points of view": item on France's initiatives to settle Yugoslav crisis, noting Paris is anxious to prevent any conflagration in Europe which might jeopardize establishment of greater Europe (3 min); report on Dan Quayle's tour of Latam and Caribbean, aimed at setting up free zone from Alaska to Tierra del Fuego and speeding up process of democracy (3 min); France as seen by Soviet press: Izvestiya on fierce competition between Airbus and two major U.S. aeronautical companies Boeing and McDonald, Pravda on successful execution of number of French-Soviet economic ventures, Izvestiya on immigration problems in France (5.5 min). (Frenchinter 091800)

4 "int'l panorama": V. Nogin video report on situation in Yugoslavia, describing ethnic peculiarities of Serbia and Croatia, assessing Soviet stand on issue (9 min); M. Taratuta video report from America describing present state of Soviet-U.S. relations, noting changing U.S. attitudes toward USSR, quoting Bush on need for internal reforms in Soviet economy (6 min); M. Osokin video report on mideast situation, giving historical background to conflict, noting joint Soviet-U.S. efforts to convene peace conf (5 min); Y. Vybornov video report describing Italian political scene, noting differences between Cossiga and Andreotti (7 min); V. Shishkovsky video report glorifying English countryside and folk traditions (5 min). (TV 1500)

5 Moscow Radio Friends' Club: item on how environment was affected by Gulf war, reply to listener on Soviet efforts toward political settlement of Gulf conflict; item on Soviet economy and what assistance USSR can render to developing countries; intvw with professor on question of proposed mideast peace conf. (Arabic 1600)

6 "Radio Moscow listeners' int'l club meeting": intvw with group of people participating in campaign to help hospitals, handicapped people's homes with necessary goods (4 min); intvw with teacher, leader of middle school student's Radio Moscow int'l club (3 min); intvw with participants in Radio Moscow festival in Sri Lanka (5 min). (Korean 1330)

7 DISARM

8 7 account stmts by Aleksandr Dzasokhov on STV on ratification of START treaty. (One min, sent: Enginter 1900 2100 2200 Engna 2300 Enguk 2000)

9 8 anon on recent int'l conf, paying tribute to victims of atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. (Rpt Enginter 082110, item 6 on 8 Aug
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11 9 reports by corrs in tokyo, paris, beijing on anti-nuclear movt. (10.5 min: jap 091100)

12 10 general yuriy (kirshin), head assn of military space research and historic studies, re future of nuclear weapons, re 46th anniv of bombing of hiroshima and nagasaki and INF and START treaties. (3 min: enginter 1810 2110 spanla 2300 arabic 1400)

13 UNITED STATES

14 11 vladislav kozyakov on u.s. refusal to lift cocom restrictions on high technology exports to ussr. (3.5 min, sent: engna 0000)

15 TB1108110091TAKE1

16 AMERICAS

17 12 "latam in focus". (rpt spanla 092300, item 15 on 9 aug list) (spanla 0000)

18 13 valentin mashkin on 4th anniv esquipulas 2 treaty signed in guatemala, and efforts being made to bring peace to central america. (3 min: portbraz 0000)

19 14 "horizon": incl report on news conf by valentin kuptsov on soviet-cuban sci coop on work on fauna in caribbean sea; intvw with afghan war veteran (igor bocharov) on his impressions of cuba; martina ramirez acknowledging cuban listeners' letters; intvw with head soviet legal institute on need to put into effect law on ecology. (27 min overall: spancuba 0130)

20 15 anselmo septiem intvw with ecuadoran ambassador on marking ecuadoran independence, recalling ancient ecuadoran indians' culture. (6 min: spanla 2300)

21 16 anselmo septiem intvw with ecuadoran ambassador on trade relations between ussr and ecuador, on his impression about soviet union. (6 min: spanla 2300)

22 17 viktor deruga mexico dispatch on new round of talks between salvadoran government and opposition to be held in in mexico next week. (3 min: spanla 2300)

23 18 sergey kushkin on noriega's dossier saying that trial may never take place because it may spark off a political scandal, re his connections with cia. (3.5 min: persian 1430 arabic 1600)

24 19 vyacheslav lavruntiev report on visit to paraguay, stressing low inflation rate compared with other latam countries, democratic municipal elections, on paraguayan government's efforts to join military-civilian sectors. (3 min: spanla 2300)

25 GERMANY

26 20 anon video report from kazakhstan on emigration of soviet germans for germany, incl intvw with farmer on his reasons for staying, quoting young couple who returned to their village on holiday enthusing about good life in germany. (3 min: tv 1530)

27 21 item cancelled

28 NATO/WEST EUROPE

29 22 anatoliy potapov on nato invitation for soviet and east european army officials to join its study programs next october, says plan was worked out by nato supreme commander general galvin to promote nato's military coop with soviet union. (3 min, sent: enginter 1210 1510 1810 2110 spanla 2300 turkish 1800 polish 1600 mand 1000 1400)

30 23 intvw with jim byrne, manager of british 'american football' team on efforts to set up tour of ussr. (rpt enguk 042000, item 29 on 4 aug list) (engna 0000)
31 24 "soviet panorama." (rpt enguk 072000, item 27 on 7 aug list) (enguk 2000)
32 AFRICA
33 25 "africa as we see it": incl 'africa - echo of the week': report on political situation in south africa, re south african women's day 9 aug, noting current rsa visit by dep soviet foreign minister nikolayenko and his meeting with roelof botha (3.5 min); 'events in west and central africa': report on opening of natl conf for democracy in kinshasa, says conf is to draft new constitution and electoral law (3 min). (engafr 1630)
34 26 vladimir zhuravlev nigeria dispatch on imminent evacuation of 17 soviet sailors from nigeria, says they will be flown out by balkan airlines, describing poor condition of sailors. (4 min: mayak 0730)
35 27 vladislav chernukha on dep foreign minister nikolayenko's visit to south africa. (rpt enginter 091210, item 29 on 9 aug list) (portbraz 0000)
36 MIDEAST
37 28 aleksandr (trashin) on need for intI conf on mideast problem. (rpt enginter 091810, item 34 on 9 aug list) (engna 0000 portbraz 0000 hebrew 1600)
38 29 anon on problems in bringing about settlement of mideast question. (4 min: korean 0900)
39 30 anon on security in gulf, stressing following gulf crisis any new security system is to include arabs such as syria and egypt and should not be directed against anyone within or without the region. (arabic 1600)
40 31 anon on gradual lifting of shroud of secrecy which covered iraq's work on mass-destruction weapons, noting inaea reports revealing military programs on bigger scale than previously believed, says doubts remain over whether baghdad has given full account of its nuclear secrets and about nature of its military preparations. (3.5 min: enginter 1210 1510 1810 2110 spanla 2300 persian 1430 greek 2000 turkish 1800 polish 1600 urdu 1200 hind 1300 beng 1200 tamil 1500 camb 1100 lao 1330 mand 1000 1400)
41 SOUTH ASIA
42 32 rustam goliulin islamabad report on expected arrival of delegation from ussr ministry of foreign affairs led by nikolay kozyrev, special envoy, highlighting planned discussions between ussr and pakistan on afghan issue. (3.5 min, sent: mayak 1730 urdu 1200)
43 33 stmt by (gennadiy azziyev), sec of soviet-pakistan friendship society, on occasion of pakistani independence day, extending greetings to pakistani listeners, narrating plans to celebrate pakistani independence day in various places of ussr and noting growing ties between ussr and pakistan in various sectors. (4 min: urdu 1200)
44 34 vasant georgiyev on diplomatic initiatives underway at ico conf in istanbul to help settle kashmir problem, noting india will not allow intI mission to visit kashmir, says it should be resolved in accordance with simla agmt. (3 min: beng 1200)
45 35 anon new delhi dispatch on soviet-indian ties, pegged to 20th anniv indo-soviet friendship, treaty. (rpt spanla 2300, item 48 on 9 aug list) (portbraz 0000 jap 091400)
46 36 georgiy kirichatiy intvw with soviet ambassador in india viktor isakov noting significance of indo-soviet friendship treaty, saying in view of changing global scenario treaty is best basis for further promotion of
relations between India and USSR. (4 min: Urdu 1200 Hind 1300 Beng 1200 Tamil 1500)

48 37 SUMMARY Anon Izvestiya Delhi dispatch noting Indian government's drastic steps to deal with econ crisis which were welcomed by section of industrialists and trade circles, but opposed by leftist parties. (4 min: Hind 1300)

49 38 SUMMARY Anon Pravda intvw with Soviet, Indian scholars on anniv Soviet-Indian treaty. (6 min: Kor 0900)

50 CHINA

51 39 "On road to friendship, coop": Chi military deleg led by Chi Haotian visits USSR, citing mtg between Sov defense minister, Chi Haotian, his activities in USSR (4 min); account of Moscow radio reporter on his experience of taking first flight between Moscow, Beijing on Soviet passanger jet plane 9 Aug 1956 (6 min). (10 min overall: Mand 1000)

52 40 "Chinese youths program": incl report on another victory of legendary ice hockey goalkeeper, publication of int'l youth journal. (23 min, incl music: Mand 092200)

53 41 Aleksey Kondratyev on efforts to normalise Chi-Viet relations, citing talks at dpty foreign minister level in Beijing, noting gradual improvement over past two and half years, stressing constructive positions taken on cambodian issue, noting rapid development in border trade following decision to simplify cross border procedure, concluding that full normalization of sino-Viet relations is a thing of not-so-distant future. (3 min: Enginter 1210 1510 Spanla 2300 Arabic 1400 Polish 1600 Indo 1300 Burm 1230 Viet 1200 Lao 1330)

54 42 Aleksey Nikolayev on Jap PM Kaifu's current visit to China, noting visit is not only important to China but also to regional countries in respect of further enhancing bilateral and economic relations. (4-3 min: Indo 1300 Burm 1430)

55 TB1108110291TAKE3

56 ASIAN COMMUNIST

57 43 Nikolayev on resolving issue of cambodian refugees in Thailand. (4 min: Mand 1000 Camb 1100 1230 Burm 1430 Tamil 1500)

58 44 Second installment serial program on 46th anniv Korean liberation, incl recollection of Soviet Maj-gen (Levedev), noting how Soviet army fought on 11 Aug 1945. (6 min: Kor 1100)

59 45 Summary Izvestiya Washington dispatch on concern expressed by U.S. press on issue of mia's in Indochina. (Rpt Viet 091400, item 58 on 9 Aug list) (Lao 1030)

60 46 Anon Hanoi dispatch on work of routine session of national assembly of Vietnam which discussed, among other things, draft of new constitution and country's econ ties with Eastern Europe, lamenting sorry state of USSR's econ links with Vietnam today and says that future prospects do not look any better. (4 min: Mayak 1830)

61 ASIA/PACIFIC

62 47 "Focus on Asia-Pacific": Oleg Alekseyev on Beijing urging Seoul and Washington to respond to DPRK's call to make Korean Peninsula a nuclear free zone, maintaining suggestion conforms to Moscow's views and is fully supported by USSR (3.5 min); Vladimir Viktorov on U.S.-Philippines Agmt on military bases arousing mixed reaction in country, pointing out it is clear that Philippines and other states in Asia and Pacific consider any more American presence as an obligatory element of military-political situation, maintaining redeployment of U.S. warships and planes to
Singapore was not welcomed in ASEAN quarters, quoting Indonesian observer that countries in region should rely on better mutual confidence and not on foreign military presence, stressing latest developments make notion of a nuclear free zone in region a reality (3 min); Vassand (Grigoriyev) on Nepal's prime minister stating that maintaining good relations with India and China is a priority task, pointing out Nepal's great neighbors provide it with wide technical aid, stressing fact that Prime Minister Koirala has reaffirmed Nepal's constructive course toward its neighbors will undoubtedly be very important, not only for Nepal itself but also for stability of political situation in entire region (3 min); anon Izvestiya Delhi dispatch on India's econ reforms, noting while applauding liberalization moves in general some industrialists consider them half measures, citing sharp criticism from leaders of parties and trade unions (3 min). (Enginter 0910)

48 "Focus on Asia": (Alekseyev) noting China supports Pyongyang proposal for turning Korean peninsula into nuclear-free zone, urges Seoul, Washington to accept proposal, noting USSR supports this (3 min, sent); anon on Indian economic reforms (4 min). (kor 1100)

49 "Situation in Asia program": Alekseyev on turning Korean peninsula into non-nuclear region (3.5 min); anon on resolving Kashmir issue (3 min); (Meiketorov) on U.S. bases in Philippines (3.5 min). (10 min overall: mand 0900)

50 Viktorov on Sino-Indonesian ties. (c/r Burm 091200, item 64 on 9 Aug list) ( mand 1400 kor 0900)

51 anon on rampant pirate activities around Philippines' Mindoro Sea and Mekong estuary regions, noting pirate groups disposed of loot in neighboring countries. (4 min: Indo 1300)

52 Feature on history of Soviet-Thai relations, presenting interview with Thai businessman Suwicha Hiranyapruk on move to establish Thai-Soviet friendship assn. (8 min: Thai 1300)

53 anon Belgrade dispatch on hopes that ceasefire in Yugoslavia will last. (Rpt Enginter 091210, item 70 on 9 Aug list) (Engna 0000 Portbraz 0000)

54 "I serve the Soviet Union": Kim Kukhalev interview with Boris Belousov, USSR minister of defense industry, on various aspects of conversion of military installations to civilian use. (15 min, sent: Home 1515)

55 "Soldiers of 20th Century against War": Account STV program on attack by German warship Schleswig-Holstein, which was supposedly on friendship visit to Gdansk, on Westerplatte fortress there, shown as part of build-up for int'l tele-marathon on 31st August marking 52d Anniv of Nazi attack on Poland. (15 min: TV 1840)

56 "Science and Engineering." (Rpt Enginter 090710, item 77 on 9 Aug list) (Engna 092300)

57 Interview with Soviet scholar on Soviet-U.S. coop in science research. (5 min: mand 0900)


59 Vitaliy Gurov on Azerbaijani-Armenian conflict, outlining recent incidents in region, giving background to conflict, noting desire of both...
sides to negotiate settlement. (3 min: enginter 1210 1510 1810 2110
spanla 2300 persian 1430 greek 2000 turkish 1800 arabic 1400 polish 1600
mand 1000 1400)
80 60 viktor klímov on press conf by nursultan nazarbayev, kazakhstan’s
president, on coming process of signing of union treaty, china visit by
kazakhstan delegation, and food outlook in republic for coming winter, and
general situation in ussr. (3 min, sent: rossii 1230; brief: enginter
2200 engna 2300)
81 61 bishkek corr (aleksandr mirtov) on aspects of treaty on friendship and
coop between kazakh ssr and kyrgyzstan. (3 min: mayak 1335)
82 62 report on 10 aug meeting between boris yeltsin and federation of
russian independent trade unions, quoting yeltsin throughout on results of
his siberian trip, plans for reorganization. (13 min, sent: rossii 1300;
1.5 min, sent: rtv 1700; brief: tv 1530 enginter 1600 1700 1800 2100 2200
genma 2300 enguk 2000 polish 1600)
83 63 sergey pustovoyt report on 10 aug meeting between boris yeltsin and
reps of rsfsr federation of independent trade unions, with gist of talks.
(4 min, sent: rossii 1105)
84 64 ivan kuratov on 10 aug meeting between yeltsin and reps of rsfsr
federation of independent trade unions, briefly quoting yeltsin’s
introductory address, incl intvw with trade union reps on problems facing
trade unions. (sent: home 1600)
85 65 report on founding of rsfsr democratic company. (3.5 min: mand 0900)
86 66 "plus eleven": irina lapina presenting live phone-in program with
participation of ivan silayev, chmn russian council of ministers,
answering viewers questions on situation in rsfsr. (30 min, sent: rtv
1030)
87 67 russian parliamentary herald: sergey nosovets, member rsfsr supsov
intvw with valeriy chernogorodskiy, chmn rsfsr state cmtee for
anti-monopoly policy and support of new economic structures, on work of
cmtee over past year. (16 min: rtv 1545)
88 68 m'dril gafurov on ufa supreme court of bashkorstan republic sentencing
4 members of an armed bandit group to death, giving background to trial.
(4 min: mayak 1300)
89 69 lyaskalo report on press conf by vitold fokin, ukranian prime
minister, on ukraine govt decision to ban export of agricultural produce.
(3.5 min, sent: tv 1800)
90 SOVIET ECONOMY
91 70 sergey vorobyev on problems of converting to a market economy in ussr.
(rpt enginter 091210, item 91 on 9 aug list) (engna 0000 portbraz 0000
camb 1100 burm 1430)
92 71 intvw with german businessman (michael korvinskiy) who has been working
in ussr for a long time and is well acquainted with state of soviet
economy, welcoming development of barter system within soviet union
itself, maintaining ussr should not be an importer, that it can do
everything itself, pointing out baltic republics will get on better with
chelyabinsk oblast and urals than with belgian or dutch capitalists,
stressing that development of soviet market will take some time. (4 min:
mayak 1930)
93 72 anon reviewing soviet econ situation, briefly quoting pavlov on state
of econ and shcherbakov’s warning of fragility of situation, pointing out
these cautious but optimistic remarks indicate first signs of a halt to
econ slump, further quoting shcherbakov on stabilization of situation,
stressing government's belief of need to speed up and promote market relations, pointing to recent measures to facilitate creation and registration of small enterprises and Gorbachev's decree on consumer goods and services as a major step towards a more liberal economy, concluding that political changes for better are an important precondition for economic stabilization. (3.5 min: enginter 1210 1510 1810 2110 spanla 2300 enguk 2000 arabic 1400 persian 1430 turkish 1800 polish 1600 kor 1100 camb 1230 lao 1030 1330 tam 1500)

74 report on Pavlov ordinance on Ust-Kamenogorsk enterprise selling output for hard currency as a means to improving environment. (80 text sent: mayak 1400)

75 anon on new draft manifesto of CPSU, quoting from manifesto as published in Pravda. (4 min: arabic 1600)

76 intvw with Aleksey Prigarin, mbr coordinating council of Marxist platform, responding to official draft new program of CPSU recently published in Pravda, noting certain opposition in Marxist platform circles to CPSU draft program, calling for less CPSU and more socialism. (5 min, sent: rossii 1900)

77 "top priority": Nurlan Urazbayev hosts discussion on future of CPSU with Thomas Shanker, Moscow bureau chief of Chicago Tribune, and Andrey Kortunov, expert with Moscow Institute for U.S. and Canada Studies. (20 min, poor: engna 092300 enguk 2000)

78 anon on Syrian Solidarity Committee inviting children affected by Chernobyl disaster for a holiday in Syria. (arabic 1400)

79 anon on news conference granted in Moscow by sponsors of first congress on Soviet emigration to be held 19-31 August. (3 min: spanla 0000)

80 anon on Soviet organization helping citizens to find their family roots. (3 min: hebrew 1700)

81 "Wang Xiao half-hour":incl anon on int'l human rights conf to be held in Moscow; researcher of Soviet literature on publication of Selection of Ba Jin's works. (30 min overall, incl music: mand 0200)

82 "USSR today": (borobeyev) on USSR's difficult road to market econ; Glebov on Lithuania's reaction to new union treaty; report on cosmetics plant in Ukrainian SSR. (14 min overall: mand 0200)

83 "USSR today": report discussing how, when Sov econ will stabilize (4.5 min); report on name change of Soviet state press cmtee to information, press ministry (3.5 min); report introducing Soviet ginseng expert (5 min). (13 min overall: mand 1300)

84 "Soviet problems, events, figures": anon on ongoing preps in USSR for symposium on Soviet literature, history, sociology, political science, philosophy, religion, with participation of Russian ppl who are living in exile in foreign countries (4 min); tass reporter intvw with yakovlev, former adviser to Gorbachev, noting reappraisal needed for Marxism (6 min); anon on (parazanov), noted Soviet film director, who died one year ago (7 min); anon on Moscow drama museum (5 min). (kor 0900)

85 "mirror". (rpt Czech/slovak 061800, item 99 on 6 aug list) (czech/slovak 0911800)
86 "update". (rpt enginter 091910, item 109 on 9 aug list) (engna 0000)
87 "home in ussr": review of history of soviet cinema and its role in
soviet life, quoting director of soviet state film agency on results of
recent intl moscow film festival, also quoting moldovan film director on
current poor state of soviet film industry, quoting chmn of soviet film
makers' union on situation, noting changed preferences of film-goers and
influx of foreign films, stressing need to protect soviet film culture.
(7 min: engna 092300)
88 "mailbag": citing letters on ufo phenomenon and law allowing soviet
citizens to go abroad while removing all bureaucratic obstacles. (15 min,
incl music: frenchinter 091800)
89 intvw with prof sergey karpov on science of byzantinology, date of its
appearance, and 18th congress on byzantinology being held in moscow. (11
min: greek 2000)
90 misc internal ussr items: 32: global 2 sov 6 latam 3 mideast 1 asc 5
asnc 15
UNPRO: rtv 2000 enginter 0800 0900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500
POOR: polish 1600 (endall) 10 AUG 91
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